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Why Cryptocurrencies
Are Just Getting Started
My research indicates one company could jump 400%-900% in the next
36 months – thanks to its brilliant cryptocurrency strategy.
By Michael London
Co-Editor, World Opportunity Investor
There’s no market hotter than cryptocurrencies. And it’s not hard to see why –
the returns have been astronomical:
■ Ethereum – one of the largest
cryptocurrencies – soared 9,162% in
2017. That’s enough to turn every
$1,000 invested into $92,620.
■ Litecoin shot up 5,046%. A $1,000
investment would have turned into a
down payment on a nice house – over
$50,000.
■ Ripple was the biggest winner,
skyrocketing 36,018%. A $1,000
investment would have turned into
$360,000 — enough to buy that house
outright!
Here’s the thing, though – I believe the
cryptocurrency boom is just getting started.
Similar bonanzas could be available to
investors who make the right moves, today.
And I’ve found an innovative way for
investors to play cryptocurrencies for
potential profits as high as 400% over the
next 24 months — enough to turn $1,000
into potentially $5,000.
Best of all – you can get these potential
gains without having to buy a single unit of
cryptocurrency.
No extra accounts to open, or
cryptocurrency wallets to create.

Get in on the Cryptocurrency Bonanza
Without Owning Any
Instead, I’m recommending that you
(Continued on page 2)

In This Month’s Issue:
■ W
 hy cryptocurrencies could far
outgain stocks over the coming
years – and how you can profit.
(page 5)
■ Is it too late to invest in
cryptocurrencies? No! Why now
may be the best time to invest in
cryptocurrencies. (page 2)
■ The cryptocurrency markets are
volatile – and I love it. Why the
latest dip is no reason to worry – it’s
a reason to celebrate. (page 12)
■ How you can invest in every
cryptocurrency worth owning…
without having to open multiple
accounts, figure out the crypto
wallet system, or buy a single
cryptocurrency yourself. (page 3)

Quick Projection Summary

Global Blockchain Technologies (OTC: BLKCF)
900%
600%
400%
24 Month

30 Month

36 Month

These hypothetical projections are based upon the stock price going from $0.50 (i.e.,
the top of the current trading range) to $5.00 (which would be the high end of the target
price). That would be an increase of 900%. No guarantee the projections will be achieved.
No assurance the results contemplated by these projections will occur as the result will
be affected by factors beyond the control of the company.

(Continued from cover page)

invest in Global Blockchain Technologies
(BLKCF), a company with a unique and
potentially highly profitable approach to
investing in cryptocurrencies.
As you’ll see in this issue, the company
does all the heavy lifting for you…
and gives you exposure to the best
cryptocurrencies – big and small.
It’s an easier, faster, and unique
way to diversify when investing in
cryptocurrencies.

3 Reasons it’s Time to Invest in
Cryptocurrencies
And now is the time to get in. Why?
Because …
■ We’re sitting at the dawn of a new
global currency – something we’ve
never had before. And, whichever
cryptocurrency emerges as the digital
gold standard, Global Blockchain
Technologies gives you the
opportunity to own a commanding
stake early.

■ Demand is poised to soar.

Cryptocurrencies are sometimes
difficult to buy or sell. So only a
tiny fraction of people who want
to own cryptocurrencies have been
able to get their hands on any. Until
now – thanks to Global Blockchain
Technologies.
■ The recent downturn in
cryptocurrencies gives us a major
buying opportunity. In this issue, I’ll
show you why this recent downturn
fits a specific pattern…one that
should see cryptocurrency prices
shoot up past their recent highs in no
time.
This is only the beginning of the
cryptocurrency era – and it could be
only the beginning of Global Blockchain
Technologies meteoric rise.
Let me explain.

The Amazon of the Crypto World
When internet retail was just getting
off the ground, Amazon saw a huge

About Michael London
I
n 2000, fresh off graduating
with an MBA, Michael London
was recruited by one of the
world’s most
respected
independent
financial
analysts,
James
DiGeorgia,
head of
the World
Opportunity
Investor group.
The reason is simple – James
has an eye for talent. And
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after talking with Michael, he
realized he’d found a special
talent indeed.
That initial trust has paid off
handsomely over the years.
In 2003 – while the
investment world was still
going mad trying to figure out
technology stocks – Michael
helped bring readers into gold
– then a hated commodity. It
wasn’t so hated when Michael
earned investors 800% gains.
The next year, Michael
spotted an opportunity when
oil hit $32. The talking heads

on business channels predicted
$10 oil next – Michael said
now’s the time to buy. And
within a few short months –
with oil over $100 – his readers
cashed in a number of hugely
profitable trades.
He’s not just a commodities
savant, though. In 2008, he saw
the real estate crash coming
and got his readers into a
company that cleans up in bad
real estate markets. Good for
a quick 63% gain in less than
8 months – while the rest of
the world saw stocks plummet,
bankrupting millions.
Call Toll-Free1-800-718-8923

opportunity.
It didn’t just want to sell books – that’s
how Amazon got started, but the company
always envisioned itself as a much larger
player.
That’s why it’s called Amazon, instead
of something like “Books R Us.” When
they were discussing names in the
beginning, founder Jeff Bezos rejected
anything with the word “book” in the
title – and chose the mighty Amazon river,
with its never-ending stream of water,
instead.
At the time, Amazon only sold books.
But the company always aimed to be a
mighty stream of goods sold online – and
now it’s one of the largest companies in
the world.
Global Blockchain Technologies is
following the same playbook.
You see, today the company is
positioning itself to dominate the
cryptocurrency market.

Stock Spotlight
Company: Global Blockchain Technologies
Symbol: OTC: BLKCF
What It Does: Invests in cryptocurrencies,
both large and small. Participates in Initial Coin
Offerings (ICOs) for new currencies at discounted
prices. Incubates the next generation of companies
exploring the profitable opportunities applying the
blockchain to the rest of the economic world.
Action to Take: Buy shares now, while the
investment world is confused about the direction of
cryptocurrency prices. Hold through the volatility of
the birth of a new sector of the economy – one that
will touch all the others.
Recent Price: $0.50
Projected 24-36 Month Prices:
24 months: $2.50
30 months $3.50
36 months: $5.00
Recommendation: STRONG BUY
CryptoInvestorAlert.com

Own a Diversified Portfolio of
Cryptocurrencies
The best way to make money today
is directly investing in cryptocurrencies.
And that’s why Global Blockchain
Technologies created its unique basket
approach – investing in numerous
cryptocurrencies, and holding them for
investors.
The company is acting as the de facto
fund of cryptocurrencies – something not
easily found elsewhere.
Even better, by investing in numerous
cryptocurrencies, Global Blockchain
Technologies is reducing risk for investors.
Any one cryptocurrency can go up or
down – there are hundreds out there, but
when the smoke clears, there could likely
only be a few left standing.
Those few could be worth many
multiples what they are worth today. And
by investing in a basket of the best out
there, Global Blockchain Technologies
could be holding the winners – so it takes
all the guesswork out of this chaotic
market.
But, here’s the thing – that’s just Phase
One of Global Blockchain Technologies’
business model.

A Future Filled With Opportunity
Global Blockchain Technologies is
also…
■ Creating new, specialized
cryptocurrencies – potentially filling
niches that haven’t been seen or
addressed yet.
■ Helping other groups and companies
launch their own cryptocurrencies –
through Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs)
– so it gets exposure to all the best
ideas entering the market.
■ Creating the systems that will make
using cryptocurrencies easy –
from terminals at cash registers to
managing the data clouds that make
(Continued on page 4)
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up the backbone of crypto trades.
■ Incubating companies that use the
blockchain – the technology behind
cryptocurrencies – so it can dominate
the next wave of innovation.
That last point is huge – I’ll go into it in
more detail later. But for now, you should
know – it’s likely to produce the biggest,
world-altering winners in a few years.
When you put it together, you can see
how Global Blockchain Technologies is
using the Amazon playbook.
It’s starting with where the money is
today – in the white-hot cryptocurrency
price market.
But Global Blockchain Technologies
has positioned itself to potentially
dominate everything having to do with
cryptocurrencies – and, eventually, to
potentially dominate everything that
grows out the blockchain. The blockchain
is the powerful technology that makes

cryptocurrencies possible.
No one saw Amazon dominating online
retail when it was just a book seller.
And few people realize that Global
Blockchain Technologies could
dominate everything having to do with
cryptocurrencies, and with the blockchain.
But for the few who understand the
company’s roadmap, its future success is
promising.

Now is the Time to Buy
While the crypto market has pulled
back a bit in the new year, this isn’t the
calamity the media makes it out to be.
In fact, bitcoin and the other cryptos
still trounce the biggest S&P winners
from last year, even when you take the
correction into account.
And the bottom isn’t falling out –
cryptocurrencies have found their level
of support. Which, historically, means we
could be headed for another big move

What is a Blockchain?
And Why Will it Change the World?

E

arlier, I mentioned that
the blockchain is the
technology that underlies
all cryptocurrencies – and,
when all is said and done, the
blockchain will likely prove
even more revolutionary than
cryptocurrencies.
Think of it this way – if
cryptocurrencies were the
equivalent of trains, then
the blockchain would be the
equivalent of the combustion
engine.
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But what is this world-altering
technology anyway?
The blockchain is an
ingenious accounting method
that The Economist calls “the
trust machine.” It works by
creating a shared, searchable
record of who owns anything and
everything – and then recording
every transaction inside a string
of code, called a blockchain.
It’s unhackable – because
every transaction is recorded and
verified by millions of computers,

in millions of locations.
It allows for complete
anonymity – because every
transaction can be completed
between anonymous “wallets.”
So you don’t need to know
John Smith bought an item,
you just need to know money
came from account #10794. It’s
completely trustworthy – because
you don’t need some third party,
like a bank, to verify transactions
– the blockchain does all the
work.
Call Toll-Free1-800-718-8923

There is. Use the master key. Just buy
Global Blockchain Technologies.
Global Blockchain Technologies has
a large – and growing – portfolio of
cryptocurrencies. It buys them, as a proxy
for its investors.
And not just one or two, either. Global
Blockchain Technologies invests in all the
“blue chip” cryptocurrencies – such as
Ethereum, Bitcoin, Litecoin and Ripple.
Your Master Key to
These are the old guard – the
the Crypto Market
cryptocurrencies that have been around
Right now, investing in cryptocurrencies the longest, have seen the biggest returns,
and look like the sturdiest going forward.
is a bit like being on a games how, and
knowing that behind some doors are
But they’re also likely to appreciate
unfathomable riches…and behind others, more slowly – if you can call annual
a gift certificate to Hardee’s.
returns of potentially 900% slow.
Just like there are tons of
Small Cap Cryptos Bring Massive
cryptocurrencies out there, and a few
Potential Profit
could lead to unfathomable riches – the
rest, not so much.
But Global Blockchain Technologies
also
invests in a number of small-cap
If only there were a way to open all the
cryptos – like Stellar, which recently
doors, and virtually guarantee you could
(Continued on page 6)
get the big prize.
upward.
The biggest factor, though, is
how many people are excited about
cryptocurrencies…how many want to
invest…but they’ve never been able to
figure out how.
There’s a huge amount of pent-up
demand. And it’s had nowhere to go.
Until now.

Jim Rogers Joins Up

I

f you’ve followed the
markets over the last
generation,
chances
are you’ve
heard of
Jim Rogers.
The
legendary
investor
has spotted
trend after
trend, and made a fortune in
the process.
He first struck it big
founding The Quantum
CryptoInvestorAlert.com

Fund – the first investment
fund to take international
stocks seriously. From 1970 to
1980, the S&P returned 47%
- The Quantum Fund gained
4,200%.
That made Jim a
billionaire, with enough
money to retire extremely
comfortably, but he couldn’t
resist the allure of spotting
investing trends.
So he jumped into China
in the early 90s, before the
investing in the country’s
companies was popular – and

made another few lifetimes’
worth of wealth.
Then in 2002, he started
warning the world about
the coming housing bubble.
He shorted Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac, once again
amassing a fortune to stack
up against royalty.
Today, Jim is interested
in cryptocurrencies and
blockchain. And he’s taking
an even more active role
this time – as a special
advisor to Global Blockchain
Technologies.
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partnered with IBM.
This is where to look for the most
lucrative returns are likely to come from.
But it’s not easy telling the wheat from
the chaff in the small-cap crypto world.
There are hundreds of cryptocurrencies
available right now – and hundreds more
scheduled to drop over the next few
months and years.
Some of these are ill-conceived – such
as the cryptocoin that’s supposed to
represent an hour of time of one specific
Silicon Valley programmer.
Some are just repeats – trying to do
something that another cryptocurrency
already does better.
Many are outright frauds – created
solely to cash in on the crypto craze…but
almost certain to go bust as soon as the
initial excitement dies down.
But – and here’s why this matters –

tomorrow’s Ripple, tomorrow’s 36,000%
gainer – could be in this pile of small
start-up cryptocurrencies as well.
However, there just isn’t enough time
in the day for you to dig through all these
small cryptocurrencies to find the one or
two gems.
And – even if you devoted all your
time to study and research – you’d still
need to set up a separate account…
and cryptocurrency wallet…for each
cryptocurrency you’d want to invest in.
It would quickly get out of hand.
But Global Blockchain Technologies
takes care of all of that for you.
They handle all the buying and selling
of cryptocurrencies for you – removing
the biggest obstacle to investing.
And when cryptocurrency prices rise, so
could the stock price of Global Blockchain
Technologies.

What is a Blockchain Company Anyway?

T

he details get difficult quickly,
but here’s the upshot –
the blockchain is a cheaper,
faster, more accurate and more
efficient way to track and trade
everything.
From real estate to razors.
Cars to plane tickets. Passports
to votes in an election.
Cryptocurrencies to stock trades.
Everything.
And that means we’re on the
verge of a new class of company
– businesses based on the
blockchain, that could wipe away
many of their competitors from
the pre-blockchain era.
To give one lucrative example,
6

new blockchain companies could
act as digital banks, and digital
stock market trading services
– completely eliminating the
need for eTrades, Citigroups, and
Goldman Sachs.
And just like the companies
that came before them, these
blockchain companies will get a
cut of all the transactions they
track and trade.
But they’ll be so much
cheaper, and so much faster –
doing in seconds what now can
take days or weeks, for real estate
transactions – that this new wave
of companies will take over the
entire financial system – burning

the old one to the ground.
And that’s just what we can
imagine today. In truth – with a
technology as powerful and farreaching as the blockchain – the
best innovations haven’t even
been thought of yet.
Through an incubator
program, Global Blockchain
Technologies is investing in this
next generation of companies.
Simply put, you can’t afford
not to be invested. Clinging to old
companies will be like holding
onto horse-and-buggy businesses
when the horseless carriage is
starting to dominate streets.
Call Toll-Free1-800-718-8923

Top-Notch Research from Leading
Cryptocurrency Experts
And – even more valuable – the
company does all the research to separate
the wheat from the chaff.
And there’s not a group I’d trust with
that task more than Global Blockchain
Technologies.
The company was founded by some of
the earliest leaders in the crypto world
– folks who have been involved in this
space since the beginning.
People such as CEO Rik Willard, who
cut his teeth raising money for tech
start-ups in Silicon Valley – and founded
Mintcombine, a business that guided the
earliest cryptocurrencies, while developing
several others.
And Chairman Steve Nerayoff,
whose venture capital company, Maple
Ventures, invested in some of the earliest
cryptocurrency projects. He’s acted as
an advisor to some of the most exciting
cryptocurrencies out there, like Zcash and

Bancor.
And CSO Kyle Kenner — who is also
the Executive Director of the Blockchain
Association of Canada.
When Einstein first developed his
theory of relativity, only a few people
in the world were sophisticated enough
physicists to understand how it worked.
Blockchain technology – the tech that
cryptocurrencies is built on – is in a
similar place right now. Only a few people
really understand the technology, outside
the basics.
And many of them work at Global
Blockchain Technologies.

Separating the Good from the Bad
But – beyond being there at the
beginning of the cryptocurrency boom –
Global Blockchain Technologies devotes
enormous time to researching every
crypto out there.
They know which ones are solving a
problem in a new way, and which are
(Continued on page 8)

How to Stay Safe in a Volatile Market

C

ryptocurrencies could be
well on their way to setting
new highs again.
But, with an emerging
sector that will continue to
jump around so much, it’s
important to make sure you
stay safe.
• N ever invest money
you might need
anytime soon. Longterm, your investment
could pay off big. But if
you might need to hire
a plumber next month?

CryptoInvestorAlert.com

The value might have
dropped. Bottom line:
Only use money you’ve
set aside for investing.
• N ever buy on credit
— because you can have
that credit called in at
any time — and, if it’s at
a low-ebb, you could be
in real trouble.
• N ever invest more
than you can afford
to lose. This is the
golden rule of investing
— and it’s especially true

in a volatile market.
• S pread your
investment around
— don’t bet everything
on one cryptocurrency.
The overall market
for cryptocurrencies is
headed up — but any
one cryptocurrency could
go bust. That’s why you
need a basket of the best
cryptocurrencies — like
that provided by Global
Blockchain Technologies.
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charlatans just using a bunch of marketing
lingo to try to get rich quick.
And that’s invaluable.

You’ll Be More Diversified
Not to mention — by letting Global
Blockchain Technologies invest in
multiple cryptocurrencies for you, you
get unprecedented diversification, which
could mean greater safety.
After all, any one cryptocurrency can
crash — even Bitcoin. But when you own
a basket of the best ones, you have the
potential to be holding the winners when
the smoke clears.
This is way out of the depth of
investment bankers – who need IT when
their laptop freezes.
Which is why, if you want exposure to
the cryptocurrency world – and the vast
wealth it’s currently creating – you need
blockchain experts.
That’s why I like Global Blockchain
Technologies.

Powering Blockchain 2.0
Cryptocurrencies are the first exciting

development to come out of the
blockchain – the technology behind
cryptos.
But the blockchain – the new,
decentralized way to securely track
anything you want (see sidebar – page 8)
has plenty of other tricks up its sleeve.
Indeed – cryptocurrencies are just the
first iteration of blockchain technology.
The next iteration – Blockchain 2.0 – will
prove even more monumental.
Why am I so sure the blockchain will
change the way we do business? It comes
down to a few qualities.

What Makes the Blockchain So Special?
The blockchain is unhackable – so
it can keep your money and property
safe (unlike today, when every week a
new headline touts a new digital theft of
information and wealth).
It’s trustworthy because you don’t need
to trust any person, or institution. The
system itself keeps such perfect records, it
eliminates the need for the sorts of middle
– men we’ve grown so accustomed to.
And it’s faster and cheaper – without

How Blockchain Works
1

A wants to send money to B

2

The transaction is represented
online as a block

3

The block is broadcast to every
party in the network

4

Those in the network approve
the transaction is valid

5

The block then can be added to the
chain, which provides an indelible
and transparent record of transaction

6

The money moved from A to B

The blockchain is a secure, unhackable technology for safely moving money and recording transactions.
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getting into the weeds, it cuts out all the
middlemen that current systems still need.

New Companies Set to
Dominate Their Niches
Global Blockchain Technologies is
fast creating the companies that could
dominate the new, better system that will
rise to take its place.
Already, it’s creating companies that are
taking over industries.
Like one company that uses the
blockchain to create a decentralized peerto-peer lending service. Like Lending Club
– only Global Blockchain Technologies’
company does the same thing with greater
trust, less expense, and faster as well.
Or creating a blockchain-based system
for three major gaming networks to safely
create gambling and e-sports platforms.
With 200 million users, this venture
alone could cause Global Blockchain
Technologies’ stock to shoot upwards.
Global Blockchain Technologies has
been tasked by major governments to
create a blockchain-based system to
facilitate financial transactions. That means
the company is creating a new platform
to resources like government banks, and
stock exchanges.
Global Blockchain Technologies
has even been contracted to create a
cryptocurrency exchange system – to be
traded on a major FOREX network. The
same way you buy and sell different “old”
currencies on FOREX networks, you’ll be
able to do the same with cryptocurrencies
– thanks to Global Blockchain
Technologies.

Taking Profitable Advantage
of the Internet-of-Things
And the largest current opportunity
– Global Blockchain Technologies has
been hired to create a blockchain-based
system for tracking all the data created by
the internet-of-things – the multi-trillion
market of “smart” gadgets.

Those gadgets create a lot of data – too
much for current systems to handle. That’s
why players in the internet-of-things
world are looking to Global Blockchain
Technologies, with its superior blockchain
platforms, to handle this problem for
them.

You Could Potentially Triple Your Money
Any one of these deals – upon
completion – could be enough to triple
the stock price of Global Blockchain
Technologies overnight.
And the company has five I just
mentioned, with many more as well.
Global Blockchain Technologies would
be a screaming buy for its cryptocurrency
holdings alone. But, when you add in its
moves everywhere else, I believe its future
looks even brighter.
That’s why I am encouraging my
subscribers to invest in Global Blockchain
Technologies (BLKCF).
With this company, you could be raking
in windfall profits while most other
investors are clinging to the old way of
doing things.

Creating a Better Future
Global Blockchain Technologies
(BLKCF) is building the future. You owe it
to yourself to join them on this astounding
ride. I’m predicting 400% to 900% gains
over the next 36 months — though,
honestly, I wouldn’t be surprised if actual
gains trounce that projection.
As with all investments — especially
those in new, volatile sectors — there is
always some risk. So don’t invest more
than you can afford.
But even a $1,000 investment could
easily turn into $10,000 or more, in just 36
months.
And I think that investment could just
keep heading upwards — to life-altering
levels — as the companies coming out of
Global Blockchain Technologies’ incubator
go mainstream.

(Continued on page 10)
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■ GET TO KNOW THE BLOCKCHAIN
Bigger Than The Internet: Why The Blockchain Will Change Everything
We’ve already touched briefly on why
the blockchain is such a huge gamechanger.
But – because this is new technology,
and understanding it is key to
understanding its power – it’s time for a
deeper dive.
To get a better idea of how the
blockchain works, we’ll look at how the
most famous example works – bitcoin.
In bitcoin’s case, the blockchain is
simultaneously both the digital currency
itself, and the record of every transaction.

Bitcoin Meets the Blockchain
When you aren’t dealing with
cryptocurrencies, the blockchain can
represent something else – like a piece of
real estate, or a block of data stored in the
cloud. But bitcoin – which is just a piece

of blockchain code that represents digital
currency – is the purest version.
For bitcoin, every transaction is
converted into a digital code – one that
indicates who had the bitcoin originally,
and who it’s going to. That’s the
blockchain.
And that information is sent to millions
of computers, which each acknowledge
that the transaction is legit.
But, here’s where things get more
interesting.
Bitcoin gets millions of computers to
check bitcoin transactions by paying out
freshly minted bitcoins to the computers
doing the work. If your computer checks
a large enough block of bitcoins, you get
some of the cryptocurrency as reward.
That’s called bitcoin mining.
But – and here’s the key – it doesn’t

Cryptocurrency’s Meteoric Rise
Why are cryptocurrencies such
a hot commodity?
Simple – they’re a better way
to process all payments.
We’re in the early stages today
— very few people actually buy
things with cryptocurrencies. And,
until the price volatility calms
down, that will likely remain true.
But the simple truth is, this is
a much better kind of money. It
doesn’t require any government to
back it — the blockchain makes
the money entirely trustworthy.
And cryptocurrencies
themselves contain their own
history — so there’s never any
10

worry about counterfeiting.
In fact, because cryptocurrencies automatically contain
their entire history, it makes
current-day accounting practices
entirely obsolete. You don’t need
bank balances or business ledgers
to see who paid what to whom —
the cryptocurrency has all that
information contained within
itself.
It’s the biggest currency
innovation since someone came
up with the idea of letting paper
represent gold.
Only this is a much bigger deal
— because it allows everyone,
around the entire globe, to do

business with anyone else, and
trust the transaction without a
middleman getting in the way.
Now, which cryptocurrencies
prove to be the gold standard
is yet to be decided. That’s why
owning a basket of cryptos could
be your best strategy today.
That’s tough to do as an
individual — each of the
hundreds of cryptocurrencies
requires a different account. But
that’s why Global Blockchain
Technologies decided to create a
way for investors to grab a basket
of all the best cryptocurrencies
out there. Whichever one wins,
you could hold it already.
Call Toll-Free1-800-718-8923

have to be that way.
Ripple, for example, was set up as a forprofit system. There’s no mining done by
outsiders – it’s all handled by a centralized
system that the Ripple company owns and
runs.
And every time a transaction
is completed with Ripple – every
time someone buys or sells Ripple
cryptocurrency, in exchange for another
good – the centralized company gets a
cut.

and cheaper. Currently, you need to pay
title companies to make sure the seller
actually owns the property it’s selling,
lawyers to make sure the title companies
are doing their job, and to check for liens
on the property, and real estate agents
organize all these different moving parts.
Today, closing costs on most real estate
transactions add up to 5% to the cost of
sale. On a $200,000 house, that means
about $10,000 in extra expense.
But the blockchain can do all that work
a fraction of the cost. And, instead of
What’s So Great About the Blockchain? for
taking weeks, it takes seconds.
Why will people gravitate towards
That’s just one example. The blockchain
cryptocurrencies, and blockchain
can be used to represent absolutely
technologies, over time?
anything.
Simple – they’re much more trustworthy
And the companies that create these
than traditional systems.
blockchain systems are poised to be the
giants of the new economy that’s born
Indeed, The Economist calls it a
from this innovation.
“trust machine” because having every
transaction checked by so many
The Next Generation of Financial Titans
uninterested third parties ensures that
there can’t be any chicanery – unlike
Forget Morgan Stanley, Citigroup,
the current system, where we have to
Goldman Sachs and Deutsche Bank.
trust banks or others that can squeeze
The next generation of financial titans is
illegitimate profit from their system.
around the corner – and they’ll be based
on blockchain.
That’s not a problem with the
blockchain.
That’s why Global Blockchain
Technologies is busy creating these
And, while the for-profit blockchain
companies.
companies take a cut, it’s a much smaller
cost – per transaction – than the current
Today, Global Blockchain Technologies
system.
has been tasked with creating a
blockchain platform that will catalog all
Just compare it to making a simple
the work of artists. So copyrights become
purchase with a credit card at a store.
Visa – or whatever credit card company easy to track, instantaneously (eliminating
most of the work and expense of
you use – takes a cut. They have vendors
copyright lawyers).
at every step of the way that take a cut.
Global Blockchain Technologies is in
The customer’s bank takes a cut. The
negotiations with major governments to
business’ bank takes a cut.
create a blockchain system for all their
It all adds up.
financial transactions. Imagine the IRS
And – while the blockchain is currently doing a better job tracking taxes, with a
used mostly by cryptocurrencies, that’s
fraction of the workforce.
rapidly changing.
And three gaming networks want to
Transactions are Faster
make online gambling easier to do, and
safer as well – which is why they’re
and More Secure
asking Global Blockchain Technologies to
The blockchain can be used to make
(Continued on page 12)
real estate transactions more secure, faster,
CryptoInvestorAlert.com
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create a blockchain platform to handle it.
Sorry, Wynn Resorts – there’s a new kid in
town.
In the short-term, cryptocurrency gains
could make up the bulk of profits for the
company – and profits could be quite
healthy.
But, long-term, the companies that

Global Blockchain Technologies is
incubating could be an even bigger deal.
Global Blockchain Technologies stands
head and shoulders above anything else
I’ve ever seen.
The immediate profits are the sorts that
make investors salivate – a potential 400%
profit in just 24 months.
But, over the long term, those initial
profits could be dwarfed.

■ SURPRISING OPPORTUNITIES IN CRYPTOCURRENCIES
The Cryptocurrency Market Is Volatile – and I Love It! Why A Dip Today Can Mean An Extra
90% Gain Tomorrow…If You Act Fast
The cryptocurrency markets have been
volatile lately. Indeed, at its height last
year, Btcoin crested $19,000…before
falling almost all the way to $6,000 a few
months later.
It’s recovered a good bit, to over

$10,000, but nonetheless, a lot of crypto
bears and worry warts have jumped on
this fall to say “Told you – it’s a bubble!”
These people are clueless.
First off, this has happened before. The
price of Bitcoin – the oldest and longest-

Governments Are Already Jumping On The Blockchain Train

I

n the US, the FDA is starting
to use blockchain to track
drugs, and patients. This is a
quantum leap in tracking data.
The Department of Homeland
Security is starting to use
blockchain technology to track
data – and threats.
In Europe, Estonia is acting
as the testing ground. It’s using
blockchain to track judicial,
security, health, and legislative
registries.
Georgia is forging ahead with
a national real estate registry
run by blockchain.
Zug, a major city in
Switzerland, is trying to become
the Silicon Valley of blockchain
companies. It’s enacting all
12

Fast track: Governments worldwide are embracing blockchain.

sorts of friendly regulations –
including allowing businesses
to incorporate with only
cryptocurrencies as capital.
Everywhere else, you need to
hold the local currency.
Meanwhile, the Bank of
England is testing blockchain

technologies for all financial
transactions – leading to tens of
billions of pounds in savings.
All these governments require
experts to create and run these
systems. And Global Blockchain
Technologies is creating those
companies today.
Call Toll-Free1-800-718-8923

tracked cryptocurrency – has fluctuated
wildly its whole life.

A Buying Opportunity?

The current low in prices has already
started to turn around – with bitcoin
going from just over $6,000, to just under
On release, bitcoins were worth a
$11,000 – in a matter of months. Other
fraction of a cent. Then in 2010 – in a
cryptocurrencies have followed roughly
span of only five days – bitcoin rocketed
the same arc.
900% to 8 cents a coin.
However, before long I believe bitcoin
A year later, every bitcoin was worth
will
jump back up to its all-time high –
$31. That’s one heck of a rise.
over $19,000, around a 90% jump from
And less than six months later, the price today’s prices.
had plummeted to $2. This was the first
And then surge forward to hit a new alltime doubters crowed about the bitcoin
time
high.
bubble – and its huge pop.
In other words, if you’re worried
But a funny thing happened soon after.
Bitcoin stabilized, and slowly grew to $13 about the recent drop, don’t be. This
has happened countless times to
in a year.
cryptocurrencies — and is a common
And four months later – in April 2013
pattern for emerging technologies.
– it was worth $266. Before getting cut in
The fact that bitcoin prices have already
half in May…and then cresting at $1,242
risen
around 83% from their recent lows is
in December.
proof we haven’t entered some downward
Bitcoin has continued this pattern over
spiral.
and over – a huge run-up in price, the
Instead, it’s a sign that bitcoin, and
“bubble” bursts, bitcoin bears crow about
other cryptocurrencies, could be headed
the end of bitcoin…and then it starts
back up, to establish new highs.
rising again. Each time, hitting higher
Of course, some cryptocurrencies will
highs, and higher floors.
do better than others. Some will turn into
This is Only the Beginning
the next 36,000% winner…while others
will disappear.
The pattern we’re seeing isn’t one of
That’s why you want a basket of
bubbles. When a bubble pops, it takes
years – sometimes decades – for prices to cryptocurrencies, instead of putting all
your money into just one or two.
reach their previous height. Just look at
the Nasdaq, which only recently recovered
There’s no easier way to do that than
from the 2000 internet bubble.
with Global Blockchain Technologies
(BLKCF) – the only company out there
That’s not what’s happening with
which provides you exposure to so many
bitcoin. Instead, we’re seeing a familiar
cryptocurrencies, at once.
pattern – one of an emerging sector.
No matter which cryptocurrencies are
Volatility is exceptionally high – because
tomorrow’s biggest winners, you can own
investors don’t know the true value so
them, just by buying Global Blockchain
early in the game. Excitement and fear
Technologies stock.
take turns holding sway.
When one of the cryptocurrencies
But, over time, the new technology
in their holdings goes up, so could the
makes its way into more and more
businesses. And as adoption grows, so too stock price. And – since now you can buy
cryptocurrencies at a discount price – this
does interest – and investment – in the
is the perfect time to invest.
new technology.
That’s why it’s such a great time to get
into cryptocurrencies.
(Continued on page 14)

The Bitcoin Profit Surprise
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■ MY #1 CRYPTOCURRENCY RECOMMENDATION
The One Company To Rule Them All – Why Global Blockchain Technologies Could Be Poised To
Dominate This New Market Sector – And Deliver 400%-900% Gains Over The Next 36 Months
By now, you realize what a gamechanger the blockchain is.
We’re first seeing the effects in
cryptocurrencies. This entirely new form
of money could be, perhaps, the most
powerful tool to come out of the digital
age.
The internet made information easy to
get, instantaneous, and has continually
eaten up old industries (like newspapers)
while creating new, world-spanning
behemoths (like Facebook and Amazon).

to anyone with a bit of code.
Just as the internet has spelled the
doom of companies across the board –
from Circuit City to Border’s Books – the
blockchain will cause many big banks to
fall.
There are better, cheaper, faster ways
to do business. And the company that’s
leading the charge? Global Blockchain
Technologies (BLKCF).

Multiple Profit Opportunities

That’s why we call it the Amazon of
the blockchain age – it’s already taken a
dominating position in this new space.
The blockchain will do the same thing –
■ Companies are looking to Global
only with finance.
Blockchain Technologies to launch
new cryptocurrencies.
Just as the internet opened up
the production and consumption of
■ Global Blockchain Technologies
information to anyone with a computer,
is creating new cryptocurrencies
the blockchain has opened up currencies
themselves.
■ The company is creating platforms to
trade cryptocurrencies – including in
What To Do Now
major FOREX trade desks.
■ Even governments are looking to
Invest in Global Blockchain Technologies (BLKCF).
Global Blockchain Technologies to
1. Go online or call your broker to invest in
create new systems for handling all
Global Blockchain Technologies (BLKCF).
their financial transactions.
Cryptocurrencies and the blockchain are still new,
And you know about Global Blockchain
and very volatile. So don’t invest any money that
Technologies’ basket of cryptocurrencies.
you’ll need in the short-term. But do invest any
By making it simple for investors to get
money that you can afford to put into a “moonshot.”
exposure to all the best cryptocurrencies
Because Global Blockchain Technologies is a
at once, Global Blockchain Technologies
moonshot company, a modest investment could
has made it easy for investors to diversify
easily turn into exceptionally large gains. In fact,
their holdings, for greater safety in this
there’s no other investment out there with as much
new, volatile sector.
potential.

How the Blockchain is Disrupting
Entire Industries

2. Subscribe to World Opportunity Investor

to follow the progress of Global Blockchain
Technologies. Call Toll-Free 1-800-718-8923 to
subscribe.
3. Visit www.CryptoInvestorAlert.com for more
about Global Blockchain Technologies (BLKCF).
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A Diversified Cryptocurrency Portfolio

No matter which cryptocurrencies
prove most popular and enduring in the
long run, you can virtually guarantee
you own them by investing in Global
Blockchain Technologies.
And you can do it in a safer way,
Call Toll-Free1-800-718-8923

knowing that even if one cryptocurrency
fails, you’ve got plenty of others
potentially rising exponentially to balance
it out.
Already, holding the basket of
cryptocurrencies makes Global Blockchain
Technologies’ a unique investment, with
enormous upside potential.
But, frankly speaking, this only
scratches the surface of the company.
That’s because of Global Blockchain
Technologies other unique advantage
– it’s an incubator of next-generation
blockchain companies.

Incubating Tomorrow’s
Great Companies
Even if every cryptocurrency in the
world went to zero – something that
absolutely isn’t happening – Global
Blockchain Technologies could be fine.
Because it’s busy creating the
companies that could replace Citigroup
and Goldman Sachs.
It’s busy creating the businesses that
will handle mortgages, instead of the
disgraced twins Fannie and Freddie.

It’s consulting with companies that
want to revolutionize their own systems
to work with the blockchain, and creating
the infrastructure for them.
Kodak did something similar recently
when it decided to make its photo
libraries blockchain-based. When
Kodak announced its new blockchain
“Kodakcoin” to help users manage photo
rights, the stock jumped over 200%.
Long Island Iced Tea Corp. also
enjoyed the benefits of switching to
the blockchain, when it refocused last
year, and renamed the company Long
Blockchain. Share prices soared 289% the
day of the announcement alone.
There’s a lot of demand for the services
Global Blockchain Technologies offers
— because there’s no easier way to make
your company more efficient, and goose
stock prices.
Global Blockchain Technologies is the
one-stop shop for companies that need to
upgrade their platforms to the blockchain
– or get left behind.
Just like Amazon is the one-stop shop
(Continued on page 16)
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for all online purchases today.
That’s why I’m so confident
recommending Global Blockchain
Technologies.
In the short-term, investors could
see profits as high as 400% in 24
months, simply enjoying the growth of
cryptocurrencies.
And in the long-term, thanks to Global
Blockchain Technologies’ incubator
program, we could be witnessing the birth
of a business that could make all the lastgen internet companies seem small and
quaint.
The blockchain is revolutionizing how
we handle transactions, how we handle
money – even what money is.

Don’t Miss This
Groundfloor Opportunity

place to be. That’s why I’m giving Global
Blockchain Technologies my strongest
buy ever. This won’t be an under-theradar pick for long – in a year or two, this
company could be a household name.
But today, you have a chance to get
in on the ground floor. Don’t waste it –
invest today.
Okay, that’s it for this month. Stay tuned
to future issues of World Opportunity
Investor for regular updates on Global
Blockchain Technologies (BLKCF) and my
other picks.
All the best,

Michael London, Co-Editor
World Opportunity Investor

There could be no more lucrative

Special Note for Non-Subscribers

Y

ou’ve received this special
issue of World Opportunity
Investor because you know
how to grab a life-changing
opportunity when it arrives.
And there’s seldom been an
opportunity like this before.
As you’ve seen in this issue,
cryptocurrencies are some of the
hottest investments the world
has ever seen – and they’re just
getting started. Ripple gained
over 36,000% last year – before
most people even know what a
cryptocurrency is, or how to use
it.
But mass adoption is coming.
Cryptocurrencies are a massive
improvement on “traditional”
currencies.
That’s why investment banks
16

like Goldman Sachs are racing
to get into this space by opening
up cryptocurrency trading desks.
And it’s why a bleeding edge
company in this space is poised
to bring investors once-in-alifetime returns.
I believe I’ve found the
leader in this field – a company
that will help shape how
cryptocurrencies are traded,
used, and will lead the way in
turning cryptocurrencies into
enormous profits.
I’ve made successful calls like
this many times before.
I’ve led readers interested
in gold to 20% annual gains…
ten years in a row. For those
who like stocks, I’ve delivered
an average win over 72% for

the past seven years. And,
astonishingly, if you trade
options, my recommendations
have averaged a 584% gain on
each transaction…over the past
eight years!
But all that success pales
compared to what’s coming with
Global Blockchain Technologies
(BLKCF). That’s why I’m
distributing this special issue as
widely as I can – there simply is
no more important investment
out there right now.
If you’d like access to more
opportunities like this, then
please join World Opportunity
Investor today by calling TollFree 1-800-718-8923 or by
visiting www.CryptoInvestorAlert.
com.
Call Toll-Free1-800-718-8923

